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Executive summary 
Enterprise IT, mid-market IT and cloud providers today are increasingly driving a new 
model for the delivery of IT services. As multitenant as-a-service use expands, 
enterprises and cloud providers are faced with an urgency to reduce complexity, drive 
automation, deliver secure multitenancy, improve TCO, and simplify planning 
associated with IT. In advanced cloud delivery models, application owners are quickly 
changing their thinking from infrastructure-based deployments to service level-based 
deployments. Less consideration is given to the mechanics of the underlying 
infrastructure and more to performance levels that can be guaranteed by their 
business critical applications, regardless of the underlying components. 

Private IT and public cloud providers need to be able to deliver the service levels 
tenants are requesting in the most automated and efficient manner possible. Offering 
an X-as-a-Service (XaaS) platform with pre-engineered service-levels, and providing 
metering and chargeback reporting in an efficient and automated way, is an 
extremely important step toward realizing IT-as-a-Service (ITaaS) efficiency. A 
platform with these characteristics that can easily be integrated into an existing 
enterprise or cloud provider environment is critical to realizing ITaaS efficiency. 

 

This solution shows enterprise IT and cloud providers how to integrate an EMC® 
Symmetrix VMAX® Cloud Edition storage array into their multitenant cloud 
environments to support mixed application workloads. The solution demonstrates 
how cloud providers and enterprise customers can use the features and functionality 
of the VMAX Cloud Edition to accelerate and simplify their as-a-Service offerings in a 
secure multitenant environment. This solution highlights VMAX Cloud Edition features 
such as the Storage Service Catalog which offers multiple pre-defined storage service 
levels via a web portal, secure multitenancy, and REST (Representational State 
Transfer) APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) for orchestration operations in 
combination with other cloud products. 

 

The key results of this solution are: 

• Reduces storage complexity - Simplifies the provision of application level 
storage with pre-configured storage service levels which satisfy application 
performance requirements. 

• Self-service capability –VMAX Cloud Edition provides self-service access 
through a secure, web based portal, or through REST API integration for fast, 
easy and accurate tenant provisioning and management.  

• Provides cloud building blocks –VMAX Cloud Edition Storage Service Catalog 
simplifies the storage request process. Storage is purchased based on pre-
engineered service levels, without exposing the underlying technology.  

• Simplifies as-a-Service delivery – VMAX Cloud Edition delivers key features for 
non-storage experts that includes trusted multitenancy and policy-based 
automation to simplify and accelerate storage deployment.  

 

Business case 

Solution overview 

Key results 
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Introduction 
 

The purpose of this white paper is to offer private IT and public cloud providers a 
detailed example of how they can fully utilize the functionality of VMAX Cloud Edition 
in the most automated and efficient manner within the parameters of their existing 
VMware vCloud-based infrastructure. After reading this white paper, private IT and 
cloud providers will be able to integrate the VMAX Cloud Edition into their 
environment to offer storage service level choices for business critical applications. 

 

This white paper provides an overview of how the VMAX Cloud Edition platform can 
support a multi-tenant vCloud-based cloud provider environment, followed by a 
detailed description of how VMAX Cloud Edition can be programmatically integrated 
in that environment for the purpose of providing service-level-based service offerings 
for applications. 

 

This white paper is intended for enterprise and cloud provider technical staff who are 
responsible for deploying and configuring as-a-service offerings. It is assumed that 
the reader has a strong background in storage and virtualization technologies as well 
as overall infrastructure architecture.  

Table 1 shows terminology that is used in this white paper. 

Table 1. Terminology  

Term Definition 

Service level  A discrete service presented to the customer. This can be based 
on default names or modified names, for example, Diamond, 
Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze, good, better, best, and so on. 

Service Catalog  Group of service levels. Depending on context, this could be the 
VMAX Cloud Edition Service Catalog (made available to cloud 
provider by EMC) or the Cloud Provider Service Catalog (made 
available to tenants by the cloud provider). 

Tenant The organizational container, the boundaries of which provide 
secure separation for logical resources, user self-service, 
management, and reporting and chargeback visibility. 

Provider virtual data 
center (Provider vDC) 

A grouping of compute and storage resources from a single 
vCenter server instance. A Provider vDC consists of a pool of 
physical compute resources and one or more datastores. 
Multiple organizations can share Provider vDC resources. 

Organization virtual 
data center (Org vDC) 

A subgrouping of compute and storage resources allocated from 
a Provider vDC and assigned to a single organization. An Org vDC 
is provisioned resources by using vCloud Director resource 
allocation models. 

vApp A container for a distributed software solution that is the 
standard unit of deployment in vCloud Director. It consists of 
one or more virtual machines and can be imported or exported 
as an open virtualization format (OVF) package. 

 

Purpose 

Scope 

Audience 

Terminology 
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Technology overview 
 

EMC Symmetrix VMAX Cloud Edition, built specifically for the cloud, is the first 
enterprise-class storage service delivery platform that provides multitenant, 
automated delivery levels of service, with the ease of self-service access for cloud 
providers and enterprises delivering mission-critical public, hybrid and private 
clouds.  

Built upon the industry-proven scale-out Virtual Matrix Architecture delivered by the 
EMC Symmetrix VMAX family, the VMAX Cloud Edition solution is composed of 
components at the customer’s data center and at an EMC data center, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. High-level architecture of VMAX Cloud Edition self-service workflow 

Central to VMAX Cloud Edition operations are two physical appliance servers which 
are deployed in a highly available configuration. These servers contain the software 
and services that provide connectivity to the customer LAN and Fibre Channel (FC) 
connectivity to the VMAX. 

Interactions between customers and EMC occur through a web portal, accessed 
securely via HTTPS. The portal primarily interacts with the coordinator, which in turn 
interacts with the data warehouse, which contains configuration and usage 
information. The Coordinator translates user requests into provisioning operations to 
be executed at the customer or cloud-provider site. These provisioning operations at 
the customer site are accomplished using the RESTful API framework available with 
the VMAX Cloud Edition. These REST API operations and associated workflows can be 
integrated into a customer’s existing orchestration environment. Connectivity 
between the EMC and customer data centers is via virtual private network (VPN). 

EMC configures all the hardware components for the customer. 

 

EMC Symmetrix 
VMAX Cloud 
Edition 
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Storage Service Catalog 

The Storage Service Catalog (Figure 2) gives the cloud providers and their tenants an 
easy way to purchase and manage storage for their solutions. VMAX Cloud Edition 
presents service levels of storage within the service catalog. Each service level is 
described logically by its availability and performance characteristics. 

 

Figure 2. Selection of service levels available in the Storage Service Catalog 

Note Silver service level is not included in this particular example. 

Secure multi-tenancy  

Role-based access control to a web portal determines the level of access for the cloud 
provider and tenants.  Figure 3 shows the login screen for the web portal. 

 

Figure 3. Login to web portal 

VMAX Cloud Edition supports multi-tenancy for management, reporting, and 
metering. The web portal provides the ability to define hierarchical structures that 
ensure appropriate levels of access and control for the cloud provider and tenants. 

Web portal 

The VMAX Cloud Edition web portal (Figure 4) enables tenant and cloud provider self-
service via a web portal. Delegating day-to-day management tasks such as storage 
provisioning and deprovisioning to the tenants lessens the workload of the cloud 
provider. The web portal manages multiple instances of VMAX Cloud Edition and can 
be branded by the cloud provider. 
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Figure 4. VMAX Cloud Edition tenant self-service via web portal 

Through service automation, you can submit portal service requests via the web 
portal to manage storage assets. VMAX Cloud Edition automatically takes these 
logical requests and intelligently translates them into specific resource allocation 
requests based on EMC-proven best practices, which are then executed against 
specific storage assets. 

VMAX Cloud Edition enables cloud providers to generate metered service reports for 
tenants based on the amount of consumed capacity per service level. Service reports 
provide tenant-level usage data to enable cloud providers to provide chargeback for 
their customers. 

REST API and orchestration 

In addition to providing a web-portal interface, VMAX Cloud Edition supports REST 
APIs. These APIs enable cloud providers to design and orchestrate their own portals 
and workflows, both for their own business needs and for end-user needs.  

The API framework (Figure 5) exposes logical storage and associated infrastructure 
through simple RESTful APIs. These APIs can be used in any programming 
environment that supports standard REST clients.  

The framework abstracts the storage and associated resources in a user-friendly way. 
The framework simplifies provisioning, administration, billing, and reporting (usage 
and performance) tasks without any additional tools or libraries. 

The VMAX Cloud Edition API provides the following groups of functions: 

• Provisioning 

• Replication 

• Administration 

• Billing and reporting 

• Performance reporting 

• Security 
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Figure 5. VMAX Cloud Edition RESTful API framework 

The RESTful API framework enables cloud providers to programmatically integrate 
VMAX Cloud Edition capabilities directly into their own existing orchestration 
infrastructure. 
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Storage Service Catalog 
The Storage Service Catalog consists of five predefined levels of service: Diamond, 
Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze. 

Service levels of storage in VMAX Cloud Edition are built upon storage with varying 
availability, capacity, and performance capabilities. Each service level is pre-
engineered and individually weighted respective to their advertised quality of service 
in the Storage Service Catalog.  

Some service levels are weighted in favor of capacity, while other service levels are 
weighted for performance. The service levels provide the highest I/O density where 
workloads demand it. The I/O density decreases as the service levels move toward 
serving less performance-intensive workloads where cost is of more importance. 

Multiple bands are available within each of these primary service levels, allowing for 
more flexibility in pricing and performance.  

The service levels illustrated in Figure 6 are representative of storage service levels 
available on the VMAX Cloud Edition. 

 

Figure 6. Example of EMC VMAX Cloud Edition service levels 

The service levels available in the Storage Services Catalog can be renamed as 
appropriate. 

The service level of the storage device can be easily and nondisruptively upgraded or 
downgraded, providing the most appropriate performance and availability for the 
tenant requirements as shown in Figure 7. 

  

Service levels 
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Figure 7. Example of changing storage service level via the web portal 

You can apply cost models and rate factors to these service levels as appropriate. You 
can generate reports on details such as storage usage to facilitate chargeback. 

 

Tenant storage can be managed in two ways: 

• Cloud provider in control – The tenant is assigned a single service level. In this 
scenario, the tenant will not have the ability to manually assign different 
service levels to individual applications within the organization. 

• Tenant in control – The cloud provider enables the tenant to choose which 
storage service level to use on a per-case basis. In this scenario, the tenant has 
the ability to assign different service levels to individual applications within the 
organization. 

Figure 8 illustrates the difference between the service available to tenant 1, where 
the cloud provider controls the tenant’s storage service level, and tenant 2, where 
the tenant controls which service level to use. 

Storage allocation 
and orchestration 
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Figure 8.  Cloud provider in control compared to tenant in control 

The service levels available to the tenant in the tenant-in-control model depend on 
the service agreement between the cloud provider and the tenant. 

The availability of multiple service levels of storage to the tenant can be implemented 
in a number of ways, depending on the infrastructure used by the cloud provider. The 
Use case: VMware vCloud Director section in this white paper contains information on 
the use of virtual data centers and some options around the use of service levels 
within Provider vDCs in vCloud environments.  

As demonstrated in Figure 9, the user can input new storage details and requirements 
via the VMAX Cloud Edition web portal. 

 

Figure 9. Tenant in control - Choosing storage level for new storage from portal 
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Once user requirements have been submitted via the web portal, the API functionality 
of VMAX Cloud Edition can be integrated with the APIs of other components within the 
customer data center to orchestrate the entire deployment. 

Figure 10. High-level workflow of an orchestrated deployment process 

As suggested in Figure 10, once a request has been submitted via the web portal, the 
orchestration process may involve a number of operations, including: 

• Examining and approving the request 

• Creating the relevant storage infrastructure resources on EMC VMAX Cloud 
Edition 

• Configuring the allocated storage at the VMware vSphere layer 

• Allocating the storage to the appropriate location within a VMware vCloud 
Director environment 

The workflow may involve integrating internal customer orchestration systems with 
external orchestration systems and operations. 

End-to-end orchestration processes typically involve many operations across multiple 
infrastructure components. The orchestration engine uses the available APIs exposed 
by the relevant components to orchestrate all operations. Other common components 
in orchestrated operations include security, service approval, ticketing, billing, and 
reporting systems. 
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Storage service levels for applications 
Accurately capturing an application’s performance requirements can be a challenge. 
While most operating systems and applications have well-defined minimum 
requirements around storage capacity, CPU, and memory resources, it is more 
difficult to quantify the actual performance requirements for the storage. 

The performance requirements for storage can be estimated or measured in different 
ways. Some customers or tenants break their requirements down into read and write 
latencies and simply ask for a specific number of IOPS. Some customers and tenants 
judge performance requirements from an application perspective and require 
resources to satisfy their applications’ needs.  

For example, customers may want to size storage to support: 

• An Oracle-based OLTP application with a 60:40 read/write ratio 

• Two thousand heavy Exchange users with 2 GB mailboxes 

• Mixed application cloud workloads 

Note Capacity requirements must also be considered. 

The storage design challenge for cloud providers is to provide resources that meet all 
of the various performance requirements while also managing sudden surges or 
spikes in demand for those same resources. 

OLTP databases tend to be highly random in nature, with working sets that are small 
compared to the total database size. OLTP databases have inherent locality of 
reference with varied I/O patterns for the following reasons:  

• OLTP databases tend to be temporal in nature, as the most recent data is more 
important than older data.  

• The relative importance of data changes from object to object. Some tables 
tend to be accessed more than others. 

• The number of IOPS-per-gigabytes size of an object, also known as object 
intensity, changes quite significantly. A good example is a database index 
compared with a database table. The relative IOPS received by a database 
block occupied by an index object can be quite high compared to the IOPS 
received by a database block consumed by a table object.  

• Oracle and SQL Server redo logs have a predictable sequential write workload. 

• Oracle and SQL Server typically access data either by random single-block 
read/write operations (usually 8 KB in size) or by sequentially reading large 
portions of data. 

Use case: Oracle Database 11g RAC 

This example suggests an implementation of storage from an EMC VMAX Cloud 
Edition array for a tenant that has been assigned a Gold service level by the cloud 
provider. An Oracle Database 11g R2 RAC environment is to be deployed. In this 
scenario, the tenant deploys all of the applications storage within the same Gold 
service level. 

Application 
performance 
requirements 

OLTP workloads 
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To size database for 3,000 IOPS, the calculations are as follows: 

• Required IOPS / IO Density = Capacity Assigned 

• 3,000 / 1.1 = 2,700 GB (2.7 TB) 

Notes  

• The I/O density of 1.1 meets the advertised value of the Gold service level.  

• Always calculate disk I/O requirements before calculating capacity 
requirements. 

The Oracle database in this example contains the properties shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Example of Oracle database properties 

Profile characteristic Details 

Database profile OLTP 

Response time SLA Less than or equal to 10 ms 

 
Table 3 details the initial database storage layout. 

Table 3. Example of database storage requirements 

ASM disk group Typical Profile 

+DATA (system, sysaux, and undo) Random low latency 
read/write 

+REDO Low latency write 

+FRA (archive logs) Sequential write 

+TEMP Sequential read/write 

 
The Oracle database for this example uses separate ASM disk groups for DATA, redo 
log, FRA, and temp files. For a properly configured OLTP database use of the TEMP file 
is minimal, as all operations should fit in memory. 

In a VMAX Cloud Edition environment, the performance capability of the storage into 
which the application is being deployed is dictated by the service level of storage 
available to the tenant. For the Oracle instance in this example, the Gold service level 
has the storage capability to satisfy the varying performance requirements of the 
different Oracle components. The Gold service level of storage is intelligent enough to 
provide the required IOPS latency requirements where required by making the most 
efficient use of the underlying storage. 

The benefits of this deployment of Oracle on a VMAX Cloud Edition service level 
include: 

• Cost effective application storage delivered simply via pre-defined service 
levels of storage. The storage is automatically optimized to deliver the required 
IOPS with a consistent response time and no manual tuning required at the 
storage layer.  
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• OPEX savings because no manual storage tuning is necessary. Storage is 
automatically and optimally tuned to meet the demands and access patterns of 
the application.  

• The cloud provider gains additional OPEX savings as power consumption is 
reduced since fewer spinning drives are required. 

 

One of the key decisions when designing Exchange Server 2010 storage is to select 
the type or types of disks that best match requirements. The types of disks that are 
appropriate for Exchange Server 2010 deployment depend on a number of factors, 
including the users’ mailbox size limit and IOPS requirements. You must always 
calculate disk I/O requirements before calculating capacity requirements. 

From a storage perspective, the I/O for Exchange Server 2010 is significantly different 
from previous versions of Exchange. Even though the number of user IOPS decreased 
for Exchange Server 2010 compared with previous versions of Exchange, the size of 
the I/O has significantly increased: 

• For Exchange 2003, the database transactional I/O size is 4 KB.   

• For Exchange 2007, the database transactional I/O size is 8 KB.  

• For Exchange Server 2010, the database transactional I/O size is 32 KB  

When considering Exchange Server 2010, EMC focuses more on IOPS than I/O size. 
The bandwidth is generally not a big concern for Exchange. 

EMC’s general advisories are: 

• For lower IOPS requirements and higher mailbox capacity requirements, use 
lower performance, high capacity storage. 

• For higher IOPS requirements and lower mailbox capacity requirements, use 
higher performing large-capacity storage. 

The storage service levels on VMAX Cloud Edition ensure the most performance-
effective and cost-efficient utilization of the storage. 

Use case: Microsoft Exchange 2010 

This example suggests an implementation of storage from a VMAX Cloud Edition array 
for a tenant who has been assigned a Bronze service level of storage. 

A Microsoft Exchange 2010 environment is to be deployed. Sizing and configuring 
traditional storage for use with Exchange Server 2010 can be a complicated process, 
driven by many variables and factors that vary from organization to organization.  

One method that can simplify the sizing and configuration of Microsoft Exchange 
Server 2010 environments is to define a unit of measure called a “building block.” A 
building block represents the required resources needed to support a specific 
number of Exchange 2010 users on a single virtual machine. 

A sample Exchange building block is summarized in Table 4. 

Microsoft 
Exchange 2010 
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Table 4. Exchange building block 

Item Value 

Number of Exchange 2010 users 2,500 

Number of DAGs and database copies 1 DAG with 2 copies 

Number of Exchange users per mailbox 
server 

1,250 total mailboxes 

(625 active and 625 passive during 
normal operating conditions) 

Mailbox size 2 GB 

User profile 0.10 IOPS (100 messages sent/received 
per user per day) 

Read/write ratio 3:2 

 
In a VMAX Cloud Edition environment, the tenant can deploy all of the storage within 
a single Bronze service level of storage.  

The Bronze service level locates the various blocks of Exchange data on the most 
appropriate storage for the workload observed. Based on results of Exchange 2010 
performance testing and validation, a small percentage of the Exchange data 
generally ends up being located on the higher performance storage, with the majority 
of Exchange data sufficiently serviced by the lower performance high capacity 
storage.  

For this Exchange 2010 environment, approximately 10 – 15 percent of data requires 
the quality of service provided by the higher-performing storage, while the remaining 
data’s performance requirement is met by the lower-performing storage. On EMC 
VMAX CE, this separation and location of data is completely transparent. 

The sizing of memory and CPU requirements for the Exchange mailbox virtual 
machines is done in the same manner as it would be for a physical environment and 
is based on Microsoft best practices. 

The benefits of this Exchange 2010 deployment on a VMAX Cloud Edition service level 
include: 

• Cost-effective storage presented to the application via proven service levels of 
storage 

• Automatic optimization at the storage layer, delivering the required IOPS with a 
consistent response time requiring no manual tuning 

 

In enterprise and cloud environments, resources must be provided to meet all of the 
various system and mixed application performance requirements. The intention of 
any enterprise or cloud provider should be to allocate resources as efficiently as 
possible and then bill accordingly.  

Use case: VMware vCloud Director 

VMware vCloud Director is used in this example to illustrate how VMAX CE storage 
service levels can be leveraged in cloud environments containing mixed workloads.  

Mixed workloads 
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vCloud Director enables customers to build secure multi-tenant clouds by pooling 
infrastructure resources including compute, memory, storage, and network, along 
with the relevant policies, into virtual data centers. 

Physical resources are first presented to VMware vCenter, and subsequently to 
vCloud Director, where they are configured as logical data centers called provider 
virtual data centers (Provider vDCs), as shown in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11. Example of physical resources presented through vSphere to vCloud 

Note Figure 11 shows the use of a single storage service level per Provider vDC. It is 
possible to have multiple service levels per Provider vDC, as explained in the 
Storage profiles section. 

Using the VMAX Cloud Edition Storage Service Catalog, cloud providers can align their 
storage service levels with the Provider vDCs in vCloud Director. Compute, memory, 
and network resources can be combined with the available storage resources to 
create Provider vDCs based on appropriate service levels. High-performance Provider 
vDCs containing the highest specification of resources can be aligned with the 
highest-performing storage service levels. Similarly, Provider vDCs not requiring such 
high-compute performance can be aligned with service levels of corresponding 
performance ability. 

vCloud Director offers the ability to use multiple methods of control over the 
allocation of resources, including, as previously described, the possibility of cloud-
provider-in-control or tenant-in-control models for allocation of storage resources. 
The cloud-provider-in-control model dictates that the tenant be assigned a single 
service level of storage, within which all of the tenant systems will be located. The 
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tenant-in-control model enables the tenant to individually select which service level 
should support which systems. 

These cloud-provider-in-control and tenant-in-control models can be applied by 
design within vCloud Director. Figure 12 demonstrates the cloud-provider-in-control 
model. 

 

Figure 12. Cloud-provider-in-control model with vCloud Director and VMAX Cloud Edition  

Tenant organizations in vCloud draw on and consume resources from the Provider 
vDCs via organization virtual data centers (Org vDCs). Each Org vDC within the 
tenant’s organization is a virtual data center in its own right that can consume 
resources from a Provider vDC. The individual vApps of the tenant reside in these Org 
vDCs. 

As shown in Figure 12, Tenant A’s organization contains two Org vDCs, one 
supporting production systems, and the other supporting test and development 
systems. These Org vDCs are sub-tenants of Tenant A and both Org vDCs consume 
resources from the same Provider vDC Gold. This is an example of a cloud-provider-in-
control model where, regardless of how many Org vDCs exist within Tenant A’s 
organization, all of their storage will be located within the Gold service level of 
storage on VMAX Cloud Edition. 

The applications deployed and owned by Tenant A will benefit from the intelligent 
VMAX Cloud Edition service level which, as highlighted in earlier use cases, will 
automatically manage the blocks of data on the storage.  

In this scenario, neither the cloud provider nor the tenant needs to be concerned with 
storage management. The tenant has agreed with the cloud provider that the tenant 
requires the quality of service offered by the Gold service level, as advertised in the 
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predefined VMAX Cloud Edition Storage Service Catalog. The management of the 
tenant data is left to the VMAX Cloud Edition array where it is automatically optimized 
within the Gold service level. 

Figure 13 demonstrates the tenant-in-control model. 

 

Figure 13. Tenant-in-control model with vCloud Director and VMAX Cloud Edition 

In the example shown in Figure 13, the two Org vDCs supporting the production and 
test and development systems are configured to consume resources from two 
separate Provider vDCs. This is an example of a tenant-in-control model where Tenant 
A has the ability to choose which service level of storage to assign to its sub-tenants 
by aligning Provider vDCs with the available storage service levels. 

The production systems, containing mixed applications such as Oracle and Exchange, 
can benefit from the quality of service offered by the Gold service level, while the test 
and development systems are assigned what the tenant considers a more 
appropriate storage service level, Bronze. 

The management of the data is left to the VMAX Cloud Edition array which 
automatically optimizes the data of the various workloads within each of the service 
levels of storage. 

Storage profiles 

As of vCloud Director v5.1, the underlying storage profiles feature in vSphere is 
surfaced to the vCloud layer. Storage profiles are used to identify the performance 
and characteristics of different storage types. The fact that vCloud Director can 
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distinguish the datastore types means that different service levels of VMAX Cloud 
Edition storage can be assigned and used within a single Provider vDC.  

This enables a different and simpler model of storage configuration in vCloud that 
removes the need to align the VMAX Cloud Edition service levels of storage with 
vCloud Provider vDCs. Tenant virtual machines can be assigned the appropriate 
storage profile in vCloud Director, which ensures compliance of their placement on 
the correct VMAX Cloud Edition service level of storage. 

 

  

Figure 14. Single Provider vDC vCloud Director containing multiple VMAX Cloud Edition 
service levels of storage 

The storage profiles, which are configured at the vSphere layer before being imported 
into vCloud Director at the Provider vDC level, as shown in Figure 15, can be manually 
assigned by the vSphere or vCloud administrator or automatically classified by the 
VMware vStorage APIs for Storage Awareness (VASA). 

Virtual machines, which are tagged or associated with a specific storage profile, will 
automatically be deployed on a compliant storage device or datastore. 
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Figure 15. Storage profiles in vCloud Director mapped to VMAX Cloud Edition service 
levels of storage in a single Provider vDC 

Storage profiles are also integrated with VMware vSphere Storage vMotion and 
VMware vSphere Storage DRS. This integration enables the automatic relocation of 
workloads to other datastores within the Provider vDC that match the requirements 
specified by the storage profile. 

VMAX Cloud Edition fully supports the VMware vStorage APIs for Array Integration 
(VAAI) initiative with support for APIs that enable vSphere to offload certain 
operations to VMAX Cloud Edition, thereby accelerating tasks, supporting massive-
scale environments, and freeing up server resources for other activities. In VMware 
environments VMAX Cloud Edition supports the following VAAI components: 

• Full Copy — Offloads replication to the array to enable up to 10 times faster 
virtual machine deployments, clones, snapshots, and Storage vMotion 
operations. 

• Block Zero — Initializes file system block and virtual disk space more rapidly, 
with as much as 10 times less I/O for VMFS formatting and relocation. 

• Hardware-Assisted Locking — Provides block-level locking to enable more 
efficient metadata updates and assists virtual desktop deployments, enabling 
up to 10 times more virtual machines per datastore. 

• UNMAP — Enables more efficient space usage for virtual machines by 
reclaiming unused space on datastores and returning it to the thin provisioning 
pool from which it was originally drawn. 

The benefits of a vCloud Director deployment on VMAX Cloud Edition include: 

• Simplified storage management and guaranteed service-level compliance for 
mixed application workloads 

• Automatic optimization at the storage and compute layer with policy-driven 
virtual datacenters enabled by tight EMC and VMware integration 

• Trusted and secure multi-tenancy for private, public, and hybrid cloud models 
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Conclusion 
 

Built on an enterprise brand that tenants trust, VMAX Cloud Edition accelerates the 
ability of cloud providers and enterprise customers to deliver a robust client 
experience while minimizing the risk and the cost of delivering storage services for 
public, hybrid, and private clouds. Pre-engineered service levels of storage transform 
how storage services are acquired, provisioned, managed, and charged. The result is 
storage purchase and management that is easy to align with how it is consumed. 

The challenge of accurately capturing an application’s performance requirements is 
eliminated through the use of pre-engineered service levels and building blocks. The 
storage performance requirements of mission-critical applications and cloud 
workloads are satisfied by the use of storage service levels. Enterprise customers and 
cloud providers can trust storage resources to meet all of the various performance 
requirements while also managing sudden surges or spikes in demand. 

VMAX Cloud Edition simplifies the storage procurement and management process, 
allowing for a lower total cost of ownership (TCO) and higher quality of service. By 
using multi-tenancy, automated provisioning, and a self-service portal, VMAX Cloud 
Edition enables cloud providers and enterprises to easily deliver storage technology 
as a service to end-user customers. 

 

The key findings of this solution are: 

• Reduces storage complexity - Simplifies the provision of application level 
storage with pre-configured storage service levels which satisfy application 
performance requirements. 

• Provides self-service capability –VMAX Cloud Edition provides a self-service 
portal for simple and easy tenant provisioning and management  

• Provides cloud building blocks –VMAX Cloud Edition Service Catalog simplifies 
the storage request process. Storage is purchased based on pre-engineered 
service levels, without exposing the underlying technology. 

• Simplifies as-a-Service delivery – VMAX Cloud Edition delivers key features for 
non-storage experts including trusted multi-tenancy and policy-based 
automation to simplify and accelerate storage deployment. 

Summary 

Findings 
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For additional information, see the following white paper:  

• Integrating Cloud Orchestration with EMC Symmetrix VMAX Cloud Edition REST 
APIs 
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